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Abstract 
Giuffrida, S. and R. Maggioni. Generators for the ideal of an integral curve lying on a smooth 
quartic surface, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 76 (1991) 317-332. 
Let C be a reduced and irreducible curve lying on a smooth (nongeneral) quartic surface S C P3; 
we find the number of elements, for any degree, in a minimal set of generators for the 
homogeneous ideal of C. In particular, we study the curves lying on certain surfaces called ‘Mori 
quartics’. 
Introduction 
Let SC pi be a smooth quartic surface and let CC S be a reduced and 
irreducible curve. The purpose of this paper is to determine the degrees of the 
elements in a minimal set of generators of the homogeneous ideal Z(C) of C; this 
is done by means of certain cohomology groups which arise in a natural way from 
C, and only depend on the class of Pit S to which C belongs. 
Of course this problem is nontrivial when S is not a general quartic surface, i.e. 
Pit S P Z; hence throughout the paper we assume that S contains curves which 
are not complete intersections. 
The same problem has been solved for curves lying on a quadric or on a smooth 
cubic surface (see [4]); the first relevant fact in the generalization of these results 
is that there are in P” several nonisomorphic quartic surfaces, having different 
Picard groups. Thus the results we find here are not as detailed as for curves on a 
cubic surface; in any case they can be applied if one can determine the dimensions 
* Work done with the financial support of the Italian M.P.I.. while the authors were members of 
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of the cohomology groups H’(C,s(D)) (i = 0.1.2) for any divisor D on S. This can 
be explicitly done on certain quartic surfaces, which are called Mori quartics; 
Section 4 is devoted to the study of curves on such surfaces. 
-4s for the other sections, the first contains notation and preliminaries; in the 
second we prove a theorem which is the key tool to determine the number LY,, of 
elements of degree tI in a minimal set of generators of I(C). Namely, we compute 
the dimension of the image of the cup-product morphism 
$0 : H”(C,~(D))~~“(6,(1))4H”(0,s(D + H)). 
Finally, the third section deals with the sequence cy,,. (Y,,. ,, . . . , a, in order to 
determine the number r in terms of the geometric properties of the curve, and to 
see in which case there are ‘gaps’ in this sequence (i.e., (Y,, =0 for some tz, 
h < tz < r). 
1. Preliminaries and notation 
Let @ = @. C the complex field, and let S C P’ be a smooth quartic surface. 
We suppose that S is not a general surface. so that it contains curves which are not 
complete intersections. 
Since S is a smooth surface in (FD’, and it is a K3 surface. S satisfies the following 
properties (see, for instance, [6] or [l]): 
- the Picard group of S is isomorphic to the N&on-Severi group of S, i.e.. 
Pit S z NS(S); in particular, Pit S is finitely generated. In the sequel we assume 
Pit S z Z’. for i z 2; 
-the arithmetic and the geometric genus of S coincide, so we simply speak of the 
genus p of S. and of course p = 1; 
- the canonical sheaf of S is trivial. i.e. ti+. 3 fi,s. For a curve CC S the dualizing 
sheaf is o(. z C,.(C). 
Throughout this paper a CUYV~ on S is an effective divisor, following [6] we say 
that a curve C C S is integral when it is a reduced and irreducible scheme. Recall 
that for an integral curve C of degree d and genus g on a smooth quartic surface, 
we have (see [7. Theorem I]): either g < id’, or g = id’ + 1, and this equality 
holds if and only if C is a complete intersection. We are mainly interested in 
curves which arc not complete intersections. 
For every divisor D - _ S we denote by e,s(D) the invertible sheaf corresponding 
to D. and by H’(D) = H’(S. el,JD)) the ith cohomology group of c,s(D). If D C S 
is a curve and s E M”(D) is a global section. we denote by (s) the zero-locus of s; 
of course this is a curve linearly equivalent to D. For every sheaf 9 on a scheme 
X WC set h’(X. 3) = dim! H’(X. .3), and. for every divisor D C S, h’(D) = 
dim,, H’(D). As usual. IDI is the complete linear system of divisors linearly 
equivalent to 19. 
If H C P’ is a plane, we put C,l(n) = c/,;(nH). and cs(~?) = C,,JrrH) for the 
restriction of 0&n) to S. We set A = H”(P3, fi,~( 1)) and, for every subscheme 
XC P”, A,v = H”(X, fiay( 1)). Observe that there exists a natural isomorphism 
A = A,s. 
For any curve C C S we denote by 4,. and 3,. the ideal sheaf of C in P” and in S 
respectively, and by Z(C) C @[x,,. x, , s ?, x,] the homogeneous aturated ideal of 
C; of course we have I(C) = @,, _,, H”(P’“. 9,.(/z)). 
For any curve CC S we denote by ii the izast degree of a surface containing C 
but not S. i.e. h = min(n 1 h”(S, T<.(n)) > U). We are mainly interested in curves 
for which /i 2 4, since for curves lying on a smooth cubic surface or on a quadric 
many things are well understood (see [4] for the graded Betti numbers of a 
minimal resolution of such curves. and [3] for the degrees of a minimal set of 
generators of their Rao module). 
For every n z /i we denote by C,: the curve linked to C in the complete 
intersection of S with a generic surface of degree II containing C but not S; we 
denote by R the minimum integer such that CL is a reduced curve. Recall that, if 
fPfi-..fv is a minimal set of generators of Z(C), then deg J. 5 d + 2 (see [4. 
Theorem 2.11). We set 
so that (Y,, is the number of generators of degree II in a minimal set of generators 
of I(C). 
From the exact sequence 
where 9,s is the ideal sheaf of S in [FD’. as H’(@, .~,J)I)) = H’(P’, 4,(n)) = 0, we 
have h’(P3, 9Jn)) = h’(S. 3v,.(rz)). For any curve CC S the number h’(P’, J,.(n)) 
is the deficiertc~ of C in degree II and the number h’(C) is the superabundance of 
C. By Serre duality we have h’(C) = h’( P’. 4,.). so that for a reduced and 
connected curve C C S we have h!(C) = 0. In fact, a reduced and connected curve 
has no deficiency in degree zero. 
Every curve D C S can be decomposed in the following way (see [2. Section 31; 
see also [O, Theorem 7.71): 
D=r-,E,+,,~E2+...+~,E,+U, (1) 
where ri E N, and 
(1) E,. E2 . . . . , E, are integral curves such that Ir”(~:=, siEj) = 1, where 0 5 
J, 5 Y;; 
(2) B is linearly equivalent to a reduced and irrcducibie curve with 0’ > 0. or 
D = 0, or it is composed with a pencil and 0’ = 0. In any case the lincLr system 
Io( has no fixed components. hcncc it has no fixed points (see [X. Corollary 3.21): 
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(3) 11”@ + c:_, s;E,) = h”(D), i.e. c:_, s,E; is the fixed component of ]o -t 
C:=, siE,I. where 05 si 5 r,. 
We say that (1) is the Zrrriski decomposition of B and that E, is an integral fixed 
component of D having multiplicity r;; E = C:_, rj EI is referred to as the fixed 
componerzt of D, and is denoted by E = Fix(D). 
We say that a curve CC 3’ is is&red if h”(C) = 1. We know that an integral 
curve C on S is isolated when C’ = -2: in fact, the Riemann-Roth Theorem 
(R-R for short) on C gives h”(C) = f C’ + 2, the adjunction formula gives 
2g - 2 = C’ (here g is the arithmetic genus of C); summing all we have h”(C) = 
g + 1, so that h”(C) = 1 if and only if C’ = -2 if and only if g = 0. 
The main purpose of the present paper is to determine the number of 
generators of /(C) for any integral curve C C S. This will be done in terms of the 
dimensions of the cohomology groups of certain sheaves depending on the linked 
curves C,: . Lt turns out that cr,, depends only on the class to which C belongs. 
It seems useful to remark that the knowledge of the integral isolated curves on 
S is very important for understanding the geometry of the curves lying on S. We 
recall the following facts (see [2. Sections 3 and 41). 
(1) If on a smooth quartic surface S C P” there are a fini;e number of integral 
isolated curves, we can solve the Riemann-Roth problem, that is, we can 
determine h”(D) for every divisor D C S; 
(2) if we know the Zariski decomposition (I) of an effective divisor D C S, 
then we can explicitly compute the superabundance h’(D) by L.le formula 
h’(D)=h’(D)+i +l- c r,r;E;.E,-%(i r/E,), 
t=l 1r;< j’f 1=l 
where /r’(D) =0 if zi is linearly equivalent to an integral curve (or D = Oj, 
h’(B) = #{connected components of 0) - i if D is composed with a pencil. 
If S is such that Pit S 2 Z’, both conditions are fulfiiled; in fact, we know that 
on such surfaces there are a finite number of integral isolated curves, and we are 
able to determine the Zariski decomposition for any effective divisor on S. See 
Section 4 for more details on these surfaces, which are called Mori quardcs. 
2. Computation of ~2,~ 
Let S be a smooth quartic surface and I& D C S be any effective divisor. In this 
section we deal with the cup-product morphism on D, 
where we use I.he terminology of Section 1: if s E H”(D) and T E A,$, then 
~(s @ R) = ST. For reference’s convenience we insert the foilowing lemma: 
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Lemma 2.1. Let D C S be an effective dil+sor. Then dim Im q 2 h”(D) + 3. 
Proof. Let S, , s2, . . . , s, be a basis of H”(D), and let n,, n-?, r3, nd be a basis of 
A,. We choose these bases In the following way: if r,andn? vanish at P,, P2, P3, 
P4, then sI and rrJ do not; ?r, vanishes at P, . It is easy to see that the elements 
s,m,, szr,,. * * rs,n,r s, v2, s, n3, s, 71; of Im cp are independent: we only check 
that the last three are nc*+ Al linear combination of the preceding ones, and this can 
be easily seen by the choice of the bases. In fact, s, n2 does n.jt vanish at the 
generic point of 9,, s, r3 does not vanish at P,, and finally s, 7rJ does not vanish at 
P,. q 
The key tool to compute (Y,, is to know the dimension of the image of the 
cup-product on certain divisors: this is the subject of the following theorem: 
Theorem 2.2. Let C C S be a curve such that Fix(C) = 0, irrrn let 
be the cup-product morphism on C. Then 
dim Im q = h”(C f H) - h’(C - li) + 217’(C) .
Proof. If C = 0 or is a comphete intersectic,l the theorem is trivially true. 
First consider the case h”(C) - h”(C - :I) = 2; by Lemma 2.1 this happens only 
when h”(C - H) = 0, so C is an integral curve moving in a pencil. If C is not a 
plane cubic, then we can compute h”(C + H) - h’(C- H) i 2h’(C) = 8; in fact, 
since h’(C) = 0, again by R-R we have the qualities 
h”(C + H) = ;(C + H)’ + 2, 
O=h”(C-H)=;(C-H)‘+2+h’(C-If)-h”(H-C). 
from which the claim fohows since C is not a plane curve, and C’ = 0. 
So we must produce eight independent elements in Im q. Let s, .s? be a basis of 
H”(C) and let n,, 7rz, n,, n_, be a basis of A,. Then the eight elements sin, 
(i = 1,2, i = 1,2,3,4) are independent; in fact, if s, 7r = s, n’ for 7rTT,7rr elements of 
A,, it would be s, = S: ‘in’, with ,s; E N”(C - H), a contradiction. This shows that 
dim Im q = 8. If C is a plane cubic, then we have h”(C + H) = 7 and h’(C - H) = 
0 since C - H is a special divisor. The same construction as before gives now the 
seven required elements in Im qc; in fact, now the relation s, 7~ = S?GT’ holds with 
(s,)C(n’), and (s?)C(n). 
Assume now that h”(C) - h”(C - H) 2 3; this means that C does not move in a 
pencil, so that either C is an integral curve, or it is composed with a pencil, i.e. 
C = ad, where a > 1 and A is a curve of degree 6 2 3 moving in a pencil. In thz 
first case /l’(C) = 0. As to the second case observe that we h.:ve Il”(C - H) = 0 
and Il’(C - H) z%‘(C); in fact. /z’(C) = LI - 1 and by R-R WC have h’(C - 
H) = n6 - 4. 
We want to prove that dim Im rp 2 h”(C + H) - h’(C - H) + 2/2’(C). We may 
assume that C is not a plane curve; in fact. for plane curves /z”(C) 2 3 only if C is 
a plane quartic. i.c. a complete intersection. Hence C - H has no speciality since 
by Serre duality we have H’( C - H) z H”( H - C) and C’g H. Applying R-R to 
C -+ H and to C - H we have the equalities 
,I”( C + H) = ; C’ + 3 + C . H + 2 = h”(C) - h’(C) + C - H + 2 , 
h”(C-H)=;C’+2-C’.H+2+k’(C-H) 
= I?(C) - h’(C) - C’. H + 2 + h’(C - H: , 
from which /j”(C‘ + H) - h’(C - H j + 211’(C) = L?h”(C’) - h”(C - H) + 4. 
We have rewritten this number for a better understanding of the following 
construction of 2/z”(C) - h”(C - H) + 4 independent elements of Im cp. We have 
two possibilities. 
C~JSC~ 1. C is linearly equivalent to a reduced and irreducible curve. 
Let S,‘ S?. . . . s, be a basis of H”(C- H). with r = Iz”(C- H) ~0; we use 
these elements to construct a suitable basis of H”(C). Fix a section T, E A,. By 
assumption there are at least three independent sections in H”(C) modulo 
H”(C - H); choose two points f?. P, in (T’ ) which impose independent condi- 
tions to H”(C) (madulo H”( C - H)). so that there exist sections s,, , vanishing at 
P1.P3. and s,,, vanishing at P, but not at P?. Since the generic element in ICI is 
an integral curve. \ve can assume the same for (s,,, ), so that. by the uniform 
posiiion property [S. Uniform Position Lemma], the line PJ P3 does not contain 
other points of (s,, , ). 
Finally, we take a section s,,: which does not vanish at PJ, and srC4, . . . , ssL, 
to obtain the following basis of H”(C): s, r,. . . . .s,T,. s, +,, . . . , sg+ ‘. 
Now. we add to T, three more sections to obtain a basis of A,. rl, VT?, q, n,, 
s~~l~that(n,)~(7r,)={P,.P,.P~,P,},and(n,)~(~~)~(~~)={P,}.Weclaim 
that the following elements of Im ‘p are independent: 
7 
s, r;. . . . . s, nf ,.s,.* ’ ?T’ . s ,_:r’..s,.+17T I... . .Sc_‘7r, . 
s r_,rr’.s,,. 7T,.s,_,;nTT,.. . . .S,&,*‘7T-, - _- 
Of course our claim is true for the elements of the first two rows; we have to 
check that each of the last four elements does not depend on the preceding ones. 
In fact. one sees that each of them is not zero at one of the points P, (i = 1.2.3.3) 
at which all the preceding sections vanish. Namely s,+ , srj(P, ) z 0. whereas 
P, E(q) l-l Wd; .y,+-, n3(P2)Z0. whereas P2E(rr,)n(n,)n(s,*,):s,_,n,(P,jf 
0, vdm-eas P~E(n,)n(7l;)n(s,.+,)n(s,.,); at last s,+,rrJP,)PO. whereas 
4 E (r,) n (r?) n (n3). 
Case 2. C is composed with a pencil: C = nd, n > 1, J moves in a pencil @,. 
In this case A”(C - H) = 0; we construct as before 2/1”(C) + 3 independent 
elements of Im 9. 
Choose two curves ,&+A3 in @ and two points P, E -1,. P, E 3, such that the 
line L = P2P3 has no other intersection with them; let L n S = {Pi, P2. P,. P,}. 
Now consider a basis s, , s,, s3, . . . of H”(C) such that 
(s,) = A, + d, + D,, where D, - (a - 2)J does not pass through P, . P,, 
(s2) = d, + D?. where D, - (n - l)A does not pass through P?. 
(s3) = D, - md does not pass thiough P,. 
One can check that with this choice of the basis of H”(i.‘) the procedure of 
Case 1 works. 
Conversely, we must prove the inequality dim Im rp 5 II”(C + H) - h’(C - 
H) + 2/z’(C). If h”(C) = 2, the theorem is true, as we have seen; hence we can 
assume ,‘I( C) 2 3. 
We consider a smooth plane section r of S, and the lir,ear systems cut on it by 
H”(C) and H”(C + H). If L E A is the form which defines r on S, one has the 
exact sequence 
04 6,(-+Lc,- +---+o~ 
Tensoring by e,(C), (!,JC + H) and taking cohomology, one gets the following 
exact sequences: 
O---_, &‘(C - H)AH”(C)A H”(Q.(C))- * . * 
o-+ fp(q5H’yC + H)L H”(O,.(C + Hj)---+ * . * 
Now consider the following diagram with exact rows: 
()-+f’(C - H)@ &%&“(C. ) @ A,sGl_ Im a@AA,+O 
1 i 
I 
i I u 
O-N”(C) -----4H”(6’+H)~Im~~---+0 “‘, I 
where the vertical maps are given by multiplication: one easily checks the 
commutativity of the diagram. 
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Since m,(H”(C)) C Im cp, we have the following exact sequence: 
O---, H”(C)= Im (9- cw,(Im cp)-+O ~ 
from which dim Im cp = h”(C) + dim(q(Im CY @ A,)). 
To evaluate the last number we observe first that Im ~1 cuts on r a linear system 
2 of degree d = C - H (this is the degree of C), and of dimension (as vector space) 
ho(C) - h’(C - H) = d - 2 - h’(C - H) + h’(C). Let D E 2 be a (degree d) 
divisor and consider on (L) = -I? a linear system of plane curves which cut on r the 
complete linear system 101. For this, take on g the curves, of a degree n large 
enough, which pass through 4n - d fixed points of P; we call V the vector space of 
these curves modulo P. Applying R-R to D on P, we see that dim V= 
h’&(C)) = d - 2; in fact, we have H’(D,(C)) = 0 because d 2 4, C is not a plane 
quartic, and the canonical divisor is cut on P by the lines of z. 
The linear system 2 is cut by a subspace V, E K so one can chcose suitable 
points on R, say P, , P?, . . . , PQ, h’ = h’(C - H) - h’(C) 20, such that 
V,={fEV~f(P;)=O,i=1,2 ,..., h’}. 
Now, take in H the curves of degree n + 1 passing through the 4n - d fixed 
points, and call W the vector space of these curves modulo P. The elements of W 
cut on r, as one can check, the complete linear system, of degree d + 4 and 
dimension d + 2, associated to Im (Y,. The set {P,, P,, . . . , P,,,} imposes in- 
dependent conditions to W, so, if we define W, =-{ f E W 1 f(Pi) == 0, i = 
1,2,... , hi}, we have dim W, = d + 2 - h’(C - H) + h’(C). 
If Jr : V, @ AX-Z W, is the cup-product morphism, then Im $ ctits on r the 
linear system Im Cp, thus we have: 
dim Im q = h”(C) + dim Im F 5 h”(C) -t dim W, 
=d+g-t3-h’(C-H)+2h’(C) 
= h”(C + H) - h’(C - H) + 2/z’(C). u 
Let C C S be a reduced and irreducible curve; at this point we can find, for each 
rt, the number (Y,, of minimal generators of tile ideal I(C) of degree n. For any 
n 2 /i we consider the Zariski decomposition of C,‘,, C,: = E,, + F,,, where E,, = 
Fix(Ci); note that F,, can be zero or composed with a pencil only when n = li, and 
that Fix(C,l) 1 Fix(C,:+,). 
Theorem 2.3. Let C C S be a reduced and irreducible curve. Then: 
a,, = h”( F/, ) 
Tlw ideal oj art integral crtrve 
and, for any II > h. 
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a,, = h”(F,,) - h”(F,,_, + H) + h’(F,t_, - H) -2h’(F,,_,). 
Proof. The assertion on cy,, is clear. For n > ti we have the commutative diagram 
By the Snake Lemma one sees that Coker cp,, z Coker ,, and since Q’,, = 
dim Coker cp,, = dim Coker ,, , we calculate dim Im P,, . 
We have 3&n) z (Yss(-C + HH) = 0’JC,l), so we can write 
q,, : H”(C,;_,)~A,--tH”(C:,). 
We want to apply Theorem 2.2 to compute dim Im Cp,,. To this end observ: that 
H”(C:,-,)= H”(F,,_,), and that E,,_, is the fixed component of Im i& ; since 
cl - c:,_, + H = E,,_, + &-I + H 7 
we may view Im ‘@,, c H”(F,l _, + H). Hence dim Im i& is given by the dimension 
of the image of the map t,Q : fi’!( F,, _ , ) @ A ,$ + Zf”( F,, _ , + H). Now we can apply 
Theorem 2.2 to the map IJ and the conc!usion follows. 0 
3. The range of generators 
We want to see in which cases it can occur that LY,, = 0 for some II, /i < II 5 
d + 2. We know that when C lies on a smooth cubic surface, the a,,‘~ sequence is 
without gaps (see [4]). This is not always ths case if C lies on a quartic surface S; 
we shall see that if S contains lines, there are curares on S for which in the 
generators’ sequence some gaps arise. If S does not contain lines. then for any 
cu- I- on S there are no gaps. 
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We begin by proving some lemmas on the behaviour of the fixed component of 
a linear system. when passing born IDI to ID + HI. Recall that if D C S is a curve 
and E C S is an integral isolated curve, then Em D < 0 implies E c Fix(D), and 
!I”( D ) = 11”( D - E) is equivalent to EC Fix(D). 
Lemma 3.1. Let E C S be alz itztegral isolated curve of degree d. Zf E = Fix(E + 
M), then E is a line. 
Proof. Since E + H is a reduced connected curve, we have h’(E + H) = 0. From 
the equality h”(H) = k”(E + H). applying R-R and tht: adjunction formula, we 
have ti = - i E’ = g(E) - 1. Now, since E is an integral isolated curve we have 
E’ = -2, and the conclusion follows. 0 
Lemma 3.2. Let L C S be a line. Zf Y L 1, thert (I’ - 1)L = Fix(rL + 2H). 
Proof. Since L . ((Y - i)L + 2H) = 2( I - Y + i), this intersection is negative for 
i < Y - 1; hence by an iterating procedure for i = 1,2, . . . , Y - 2 one sees that 
Fix(rL + 2H) > (r - 1)L. Moreover, by R-R we have h”(L + 2H) = 11 > 
h”(2H) = IO. Thus rL + 2H has the following Zariski decomposition: rL + 2H = 
(Y-l)L+(L+2H). 0 
Lemma 3.3. Let D C S DE a cmve. ad let E = c:=, rjEi = Fix(D). If E = 
Fix( D + H), then 
(a) the integral curve E, is a line (i = 1.2. . . . , t); 
(b) ifD=E+D.therz E,*D=O(i=l,2,....t); 
(c) E;E,=O. (i.i=1,2 ,..., t.i#j). 
Proof. (a\ is a consequence of Lemma 3.1; in fact, the hypothesis impiies that Ei 
is the fixed component of I Ei + HI. For (b) we consider, for any i = I, 2,. . . . t, 
the curve D’ = Ei + 0; by hypothesis Ei is the fixed component of the linear 
system ) Ei + D + H(. Since both D + H and E, + ?r + H are reduced connected 
curves, h ‘(D + H) = k ‘( Ei + D + H) = 0, so by R-R we have 
/$‘(E, + -d + H) = :(E; + B + ff)’ + 2 
=-l+ Ei.B+ E;H+ ;(B+H)‘+Z 
= Ei . B + h”(o + H) , 
and the conclusion follows since 1r”(D + N) = h”(E, + % + f-l). 
For (c) we observe that if for some couple of indices we had Ei * E, = 1, then 
Ei + Ei could not be a fixed component of I E, + E, + HI; in fact, a simple 
computation shows that /I”( Ei + E, + H) = Ei * Ei + 4. 0 
Lemma 3.4. If D = E + 0. E = xi_, r,L, = Fix(D). with L, ttllttlini~v skew littes 
md L,.B=O(i=1.2 ,..., t). tlzett E=Fix(D+H). 
Proof. For k = 0. 1. . . . . r, - ! we have 
L;-(~rjL,+(r;-k)L,+D+H)=-2(r;-k)+la: 
ifj 
henceFix(D+H)>riLifori=1.2.....t. 0 
Remark 3.5. Note that, with the notation of Lemma 3.4. L, * (D + H) = 1; by 
Lemma 3.2. Fix(D + 2H) 3 (ri - l)L,. so that the Zariski decomposition of 
D+2His I., 
D+?H=&l)L,+(i: L,+Ti+‘lH). 
im I 171 
and again 
i-l 
Thus, if D = E + D and L C Fix(D) is an integral curve. we have: 
(1) if L is not a line, then L gFix(L + B + H); namely Fix(L + B + H) = 0: 
(2) if L is a line and L * z > 0. then L gFix( L + D + H) and again Fix( L + 
o+ H)=O; 
(3) if L is a line and L . D = 0. then L = Fix( L + D + H) and Fix(L + D + 
2H)=O. 
Let CC S be a reduced irreducible curve, and let r be the maximum degree of 
an element of a minimal set of generators of the homogeneous ideal I(C). We say 
that the sequence (Y,,. (Y,,, , . . . , a,. has a gap if (Y,, = 0 for /i < tt < I’. Using 
Theorem 2.3 we want to see in which geometrical situation such gaps exist. For 
any tz 2 /i + 1, we refer to the following Zariski decompositions when they make 
sense: 
C,;_, = E,,_? + F,,_: . C,‘, _ , = E,, , -I- F,, _ , . C,‘, = E,, + F,, . 
By Theorem 2.3, (Y,, = 0 if and oniy if 
II”(F,,)-h”(F,,_, + H)+!z’(F,, , - HI-X’(F,,~ ,)=o. 
Notice that Ir”(F,,) 2 h”(F,,_, + H) because F,, _ , + H - F,, - (E,,_ , - E,, ). and 
h’(F,,_, - H)z2h’(F,,_,) because h’(F ,,__, )>O only if tl - 1 = A and F,,_, is 
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composed with a pencil; in this case the inequality has been checked in the proof 
of Theorem 2.2. Hence we have 
h”(F,,) - h”(F,,_, + H) = 0. (2) 
a,, = 0 if and only if 
h’(F,,_, -H)-2h’(F,,_,)=O. (3) 
We show that (2) holds if and only if E,,_, = c :=, Yiei, where Li are mutually 
skew lines such that Li . F,,_, = 0 (i = 1,2, . . . , t). In fact, (2) is equivalent to 
E,, = E,,-,; thus the first part follows by Lemma 3.3. On the other hand, if E,,_l 
is the union of mutually skew lines Li, each with its own multiplicity, and 
Li * F,, - I = 0, then by Lemma 3.4 E,I_, = E,, and (2) holds. 
As for condition (3), h’(F,_,)>O only when n - 1 = h, F, = ad, a > 1, and A 
moves in a pencil. In this case (3) holds if and only if a = 2 and 6 = deg A = 3, as 
we see by the following computation: 0 = h”(aA - H) = 2 - a6 + 2 + h’(aA - H), 
from which h’(aA - H) = a6 - 4; hence h’(aA - H) - 2h’(aA) = a6 - 4 - 2(a - 
1) = a(8 - 2) - 2. 
In a!1 the other cases h’(F,,_,) = 0, but we cannot say in general when 
h’(F,,_, - H) =O. In fact, F,#_, -EL-- F,,-2 + (E,*_?. - E,,_,), where E,,_? - E,,_, 
is the fixed part of E,,_, which ‘drops’ by adding H to C,:_,. This shows that no 
explicit computation can in general be done for h’(F,,_, - H). If moreover one 
assumes that (2) also holds, then only a little more can be said. Namely, we have 
E II -2 - E,,-1 = c:=, siLi + E’, w h ere si 11 (see Lemma 3.2), and the lines Li are 
not integral components of E’. 
In the next proposition we see what the existence of a gap implies. 
Proposition 3.6. Let C C S be a reduced and irreducible curve, and let Ii, h + 
l:..., r be the range of the degrees 0-f a mmimal set ofgemrators of L(C). Assume 
that the sequence a,;, a,;+ I, . . . , a, has a gap and denote by q the least integer 
%i + 1 for which Q; = 0. Then 
(a) Eq-, = Et=, riLi, h w ere 
tbJ aq+Zi =Ofor any ir0; 
L, are mutually skew lines such that Li - Fq_, = 0; 
(‘) iyq+2i+l = #{lines which ‘drop’ passing from Ci+,i to Ci+2i+,) + 
h’(F,+2i_I), where h’(F,+Zi_l) f0 only when n = h + 1, i = 0, and F,, is composed 
with a pencil. 
Proof. Since both (2) and (3) hold for the integer q, we have the following facts: 
- &, = E, = ci=, riLi, w h ere 
(i = 1,. . . , t); 
L, are mutually skew lines such that Li * F(,_, = 0 
- E,-, - E,_! w h 
-c;+, 
= c:z! s,L, + E’, ere Lj are not integral components of E’; 
= c’i=, (ri - l)L, C F,,, and L; * F,,, = 0; 
- Ci,, = z:=, (r, - l)Li + F,+? and F,+, + H-F,,,. 
Now we have information enough to compute a!‘,+,; by linear equivalence 
The ideal of an integral curve 329 
F‘,-H-C;_,-E,-,=F,_,, F.+H+E -F,+,+E,+, so that K,+H- 
F q+, -C:=, L,. Taking into account that h’(F<!+,)= h’(F, + H)=h,(F,)=O by 
Theorem 2.3 we have: 
c c1+, = h”(F,+,) - h,‘(Fq + H) + h’(F, - H) 
= ;(F~l+,)1+2-4F,,,-~ L,)‘-2+h,&-H) 
i=l 
= F,+, - i Li - 4 (i Li)’ + h’(F, - H) 
i-l i=, 
=t+h’(F,I-H), 
where we have applied twice R-R in the computation. 
Recalling that Fq - H - Fq ._ ,, we have h’(F, - H) # 0 only when q = h + 1 and 
F, is composed with a pencil; in this case h’(F,,+, - H) = h’(F,,) = #{connected 
components of F,l} - 1. 
In a similar way we have: 
c (,+? = h”(Fq+2) - h”(F,+, +H) + h’(F,+, - W 
= h”(F,+2) - h”(F,+, + H) = 0. 
So, by the same argument, we find gaps at q + 2i, and cygA2,+, = #{lines which 
‘drop’ passing from C,:+2i to C,l+Zi+,} + k’ r;,+2r_,). 0 
To conclude this section we give a lower bound for the maximal degree r of a 
minimal generator of I(C). Of course, we already know that Y 5 R + 2. 
Proposition 3.7. Let C C S be a reduced and irreducible curve. Then r 2 I%, and 
r = R + 2 if and only if CL is not connected. 
Proof. If h = R, the first claim is clear, so we suppose h < R. With the usual 
notation we have the following Zariski decompositions (reca!! Lhat Ek+? = 0 by 
Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3): 
C;_, = E,_, + F,_, , C: = E, + F, 9 
cl,, = Ek,, + F,,, , Cb+z = 4+z - 
The case c~+; =.glil ;_= II occurs if and only if (look above, at the conditions (2) 
and (3), in the proof of Proposition 3.6) E,,, = E, = 0 and h’(F,,, - H) = 
h’(F, - H) =O. Frorr F,_, + H- F6 - Et_, , since E,_, is not zero, we have 
h”( F, ) - h”( F, _ , + H) > 0, hence (Y, # 0. 
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For tte second claim, by Theorem 2.3 and the proof of Proposition 3.6, we 
have CY,,~ = 0 if and only if both E,,, =0 and h’(F,+, - H) =O; in this case, 
F,,, - H - C,l , and sirce this last curve is reduced (by definition of fi), we know 
that h’(C: ) = 0 if and only if it is ?lso comiected. Cl 
4. Mori quarks 
Let S c IFJ’ be a smooth quartic surface. We say that S is a Mori qunrtic if 
Pit S s Z’; for generalities on these surfaces, sze [2] and [7]. If S is a Mori qcardc 
we can choose a basis H, C,, of Pit S in the following way: 
- H is a plane section of S; 
- C,, is a smooth irreduciule curve of degree d,, and genus g,, such Aat g,, < id:. 
Of ~,urse we have C,‘, = 2g,, - 2 and C,, * H = d,,. In the sequel we shall refer to 
bases of the above type for the Picard group of Mori quartics; we shall say that S 
is 0-f :vpe (d,,, g,,) if C,, has degree A,, and genus g,,. In the quoted paper I%,i 
proves the following result: Let d and g be the degree and the genus of a 
nondegenerate -mooth space curve; if no curve with this degree anu genus lies on 
a quadric or on a smooth cubic surface, then we can find a smooth curve of degree 
d and genus g on a Mali quartic. 
We recall that on a Mori quartic S the following facts hold: 
(1) S contains a finite number of integral isolated curves (see [2. Theorem 
4.31). For this reason we can determine I;“(D) for any divisor D C S [ibidem. 
Remark 3.31; in particular, we can determine h for any integral curve CC S. 
(2) For any effective divisor D C S we can determine the Zariski decomposi- 
tion of D [ibidem, Remark 4.51. This allows us to compute the superabundance 
ii’(D)), dnd to determine li for any integral cxve CC S. 
Of course it may happen that a Mori quartic S of type (d,,, g,,) contains no 
isolated curves at all (see [2, Section 41); in this case for any integral curve on S, 
say C = mH + UC,,, we have 
/; = & = min{r 1 rH - C is effective) 
= min{ y I2(r - m)’ - d,,(r - m)n + (go - 1)n’ L 0, 
and 4(r - m) - d,,n > 2) . 
The last equality is obtained by requiring that deg(rH - C) >2, and that 
tz$ll - C) 2 2; in fact, since rH - C cannot be isolated, applying R-R one gets 
;(rH- C)‘+2r2. 
Gtii- object now is to analyst which ‘--+o lllrcgral isolated curves can lie on the same 
Mori quart&, in order to describe the sequence of the (Y,, for any integral curve 
CC S. Particular attention is devoted to the characterization of tne Mo:;l ql.!artics 
which contain lines. 
.Tlie i&d of m irlqp! c‘rcrw 3.31 
Proposition 4.1. Let S C [FD’ be G Mori quarric of type (d,,, g,,). S cotttaitls [ittcs if 
and only if d,, = 2.2 + 1 and g,, = ( ’ : ’ ), wirer-e z is a nonnegative integer. If S 
contains a line it contains jirsr orte line, and this Ike @es, rogerher with H, a basis 
of Pit S so rhat. after a base-change, S is of type (1.0). 
Proof. Let C = mH + tzC,, be a divisor on S. In order that C is a line we must 
require that it has L’:gree 1 and genus 0; hence we have to solve the system 
(*) 
1 
h + nd,, = 1 
4nzz + 2d,pt1 + 2( g,, - I)$ = -2 , 
from which we obtain 
9 
‘I2 = d; + 8 - 8g,, * 
In order that (*) has integer solutions. we must require that either d,‘, + 8 - Xg,, = 
1, or d,‘l + 8 -- Sg,, = 9. The first possibility cannot happen (it gives n;?, < Sg,,). so 
we only may have dz = 8g,, + 1. A simple computation shows that the solutions of 
this equation are given by d,, = 22 + 1. g,, = ( .‘: ’ ). whcrc. of course. 2 is a 
nonnegative integer; observe that the choice of z fixes the type (d,,. g,,) of S. For 
any choice of z we have tf = + 1; more precisely. if tt = 1. then 111 = -z/2. so that 
z must be an even nonnegative integer. while for tt = - 1 we have ttz = (2 + 1) 12 
and z must be an odd positive integer. In any case (*) has only one integer 
solution. Finally, as L = ttlH f C,,. we can take II and L as a basis of Pit S. 
Observe that if S contains a line. then C,, is an arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay 
curve. This fact is evident if tt = - I; if tl = 1. then ttt C 0 (if tt! = 0. then C,, = L ). 
so we have C,,+(H- L) - (! - .m)_H. t!?ar Zs. C,; is linked to a plane cubic. 0 
Remark 4.2. It is not always true that an integral isolated curve E, of degree 
d > 1, can be part of a basis of Pit S. The same argument as in the above 
proposition shows that E,H are a basis of Pit S if and only if d’ = d,‘, - 8g,,. 
Hence, if dz - Sg,, is a square, then S contains an integrai isolated curve 
E = tnH + MC,, such that H,E are a basis of Pit S. In fact. looking for integral 
isolated curves of degree d on S, we have 
$ = 8+ I;: 
d; - 8g,, + 8 
and for d’ = di - 8g,, we obtain tt = k 1. For instance, with tl,, = 1 I. g,, = 7 WC 
obtain a Mori quartic containing isolated curves which camot be taken as 
elements of a basis of Pit S. 
Proposition 4.3. Let S C [FD’ be CI Mori qumic. Jf S c’otiltritis (I line L. rhctt L is the 
ottly ittreggral isolated ~III’\!C Iyitig ott S. 
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Proof. By Proposition 4.1 we may assume H. L CA a basis of Pit S; we must look 
for integral curves C = mH + nL such that C’ = -2. Thus we obtain the foEowing 
equation: 
(**I 2rn’+mn-$=-I, 
from which we have (m + n)(2m - n) = - 1. since nt,n E H, the solutions of (**) 
must be solutions of one of the following systems: 
i 
nr+n=l 
{ 
RZ+FI=---l 
2m-n=-1, 2m-n=l. 
so that we see that the only solution of (**) E0 which corresponds a curve on S is 
(*VI = 0. n = 1). cl 
Now we can apply the results of the preceding sections to curves lying on Mori 
quartics containing isolated curves: indeed in this case the situation becomes very 
simple, since only two possibilities arise. 
S contains a he L. 
If ti = R, then we can have r = li, li + 1, /i + 2. More precisely, we have Y = h 
v.Aen C,: is integral or when it is the union of two plane cubits of the same pencil; 
r = /I + 1 when C,: = F,, + L and L - F,; # 0, or wnen F,, is composed with a pencil 
(but is not the union of two plane cubits of the same pencil); r = ti + 2 when 
C,: = F,! + L and L - F,, = 0. 
If R > h, then Proposition 3.6 applies and the sequence of the (Y,,‘s has gaps 
starting from h + 2 or ti + 1 according to whether C,: is connected or not. 
S does not contain lines. 
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